ALWAYS ON STANDBY

GENERATORS
Central Power Services stocks a wide range of new generating sets
and ancillary equipment to enable a prompt delivery to the customer.
All equipment can be tailor made to suit your specific requirements.

ALWAYS ON STANDBY

GENERATORS
TECHNICAL PROPOSALS
Our experienced sales department is able to tailor make our sales proposals to accommodate
a wide variety of customer requirements, and our quotation will include a detailed specification
for customer verification and approval.
With the extensive experience and knowledge of our sales team, we are usually able to answer
technical and commercial enquiries over the telephone, with hard copy quotations being
presented face to face at your request, or alternatively via email, or in the first class post.
DELIVERY
Central Power Services has its own fleet of vehicles, including specialist rear mounted hiab
vehicles, thereby assisting us to maintain full control of all deliveries and off-loading, and thus
minimising any delays.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
With the many years of experience in the supply and support of diesel generators our technical
support staff offers the highest levels of technical assistance for all customers, whether pre order
or after sales. The cumulative experience of our engineering staff aided by the manufacturers
technical support as and when required ensures all technical queries are resolved quickly
and efficiently. Our comprehensive service contract extends this support to a 24-hour service.
OVERSEAS SALES
Our sales department is happy to deal with any export enquiries from a single generator to a full
container shipment. Central Power Services handles all aspects of the export process, from
letters of credit and pre shipment inspections to co-ordinating shipment and issuing bills of lading.
ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT & SERVICES
Central Power Services can provide a vast range of ancillary equipment from changeover
panels to distribution boards, bulk fuel tanks, Load Banks, Generator and UPS hire, fuel
management service, thermal image surveys, noise surveys, Consultancy, to name but a few.
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